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Abstract
The software development and the high use of virtualization solutions made the software
switch an important networking tool. Its purpose is to simualte a Data Link layer
physical equipment along with its implicit protocols. The LiSA project came to answer
the need for efficient switching at a reasonable cost using the Linux kernel and its
networking facilities. It is an open source project started by Radu Rendec and Ionut
Nicu in 2005 and it was meant to be integrated in a Linux distribution. In order to do
this, the application needed an additional layer between its initial components to offer
the possibility to choose between different back-end implementations. One of the most
feasible solutions was to combine two existing Linux kernel modules to create a software
switch: bridge and 8021q.
Keywords: operating systems, generic switch, bridge, VLAN
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Chapter 1

Overview of Switching and Software
Switches
In order to face the increasing user requirements for high-speed data transfer, networking
equipment had to increase its performance and combine its features in an optimal way.
In the last decade, due to the advanced research of the IEEE 802.3ba1 working group
and the latest technologies, the Layer 2 hardware switches were developed to transmit
Ethernet frames at rates of 100 gigabits per second. At the same time, routers based on
distributed architectures are used to insure scalability, high-performance and secured
connectivity.
The hardware equipment is evolving to meet the users’ demands and to be used in scalable large physical networks. They also have friendly interfaces which offer full control
over the configurations. But their use is limited to physical topologies. Application virtualization technologies and desktop virtualization are used more and more to decrease
hardware usage, improve accessibility and ease the deployment of software products[1].
There are many solutions which involve virtual machines used as servers. In order to
connect these machines, to create efficient networks, a software switch is needed, one
who can simulate the behaviour of a hardware switch and, at the same time, have the
accessible user interface for configurations.
LiSA stands for Linux Switching Appliance; it is an open source project based on the
Linux operating system meant to offer its users all the tools for a low-cost, efficient and
reliable Layer 2 and Layer 3 switch. This solution is designed for small and mediumsized networks. LiSA has a software approach to switching, making use of the network
facilities provided by Linux and adding a switch-like Command Line Interface (CLI).
In order to keep all the existing features and to create a generic software switch with
different back-end implementations, the project needed some architectural changes. The
purpose of my project was to adapt the initial LiSA architecture, to keep the existing
CLI and to add a new back-end implementation in order to use the two existing kernel
modules, bridge and 8021q. The final objective is to obtain a functional generic switch,
to compare the performance results with other possible back-end solutions and to try
1

http://www.ieee802.org/3/ba/
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to integrate the project in a widely known Linux distribution.

1.1

Ethernet Networks

The evolution of software applications and the fast growth of the Internet have led to
an extended use of existing resources. Congestion and overloading problems increased
the difficulty to design even small local area networks. To solve these initial problems
dr. Robert M. Metcalfe and his colleagues at Xerox PARC developed an experimental
system named Ethernet. This proved to be the most frequent architecture for Layer 2
communication.

1.1.1

The Ethernet Protocol

Ethernet defines a set of standards for the physical layer, a media access method (CSMA/CD) and an addressing scheme. To solve communication in an Ethernet network,
each station is given an unique MAC address (stored on 48 bits) used to specify both
the source and the destination of each frame. These physical addressed offer support
for three types of communication: direct (unicast), broadcast and multicast, of which
the first two are the most popular.
The Ethernet frame usually contains destination and source identification based on their
MAC address, the network layer protocol, a data field which can hold up to 1500 bytes
of information, and a checksum field to insure data integrity. The header is 14 bytes
large, 6 bytes for each MAC address (source and destination) and 2 bytes for the next
layer protocol. When an Ethernet frame is sent, all the receiving interfaces analyze the
first 48 bits which contain the destination address. They compare this address with
their own and if they match, all the frame is read and delivered to the network layer of
the system.
“The medium access control mechanism is based on a system named Carrier Sense
Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD)”[2]. Before transmitting a frame,
each interface must wait until there is no signal left on the channel (carrier signal ),
process named carrier sense. Multiple access means that all the interfaces have equal
priorities to send frames on the network. Due to the limited broadcast time of a signal,
the first bits of a frame do not get to all the network nodes at the same time. Therefore,
there is the possibility of two interfaces to consider that the channel is free and to start
transmitting frames simultaneously. When this happens, the Ethernet protocol detects
the collision of the signals, stopping the transmission and retrying to send the frames.
This feature is called collision detection.
This mechanism ensures that most of the collisions on an Ethernet channel which is
not overloaded are solved in microseconds. A collision does not result in data loss.
The Ethernet interface waits for a random number of microseconds before it retries to
transmit its frames.
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Ethernet Switching

Layer two switching consists of using physical addresses of all the stations in a LAN
(Local Area Network) in order to obtain network segments. Ethernet is based on sharedmedia, therefore only one station at a time can transmit a frame on the channel. Collisions may appear if two stations try to transmit data at the same time. A collision
domain represents the section of a network which forwards a collision. Switches and
routers limit the collision domains[3].
A switch is a Layer two device which allows simultaneous transfer of frames between a
large number of LANs and workstations. It resembles a parallel or multi-port bridge,
having the possibility to transfer data between any two ports at the same time. The
main functions of a switch are: physical address learning (filling the MAC address table)
frame forwarding, Layer two loops elimination, virtual local area network separation.
The switch stores the source physical address of a received frame in a switching table or
forwarding database. In this table each MAC address is associated with the interface it
came from.
Table 1.1: Example of a Switching Table
VLAN
All
1
22
33

MAC Address
000f.2485.8900
0009.2c4d.be55
0009.a248.89cc
000a.b8e1.0a02

Type
STATIC
DYNAMIC
DYNAMIC
DYNAMIC

Ports
CPU
Fa0/12
Fa0/8
Fa0/1

An example of a switching table is given in Table 1.1. When a workstation sends a frame
to another one, the switch reads the destination MAC address from the frame and looks
for the appropriate exit port in the forwarding database. If the result corresponds with
the port the frame came from, the switch will ignore it. If it does not find the port in the
MAC address table, the switch sends the frame to all the ports except the source port,
procedure known as flooding. The switch also analyzes the source MAC address and if
it does not exist in the forwarding database it creates a new dynamic entry. The entry
indicates that the new MAC address corresponds to the network segment associated
with the source port.
The second entry in the Table 1.1 shows a dynamic entry in FDB. It has been learned
when a frame with source MAC address 0009.2c4d.be55 has been received on the
switch on port Fa0/12. Static entries in FDB can exist only in the case of managed
switches. These are introduced by the network administrator and they are useful only
for stations which do not change their physical location.

1.2

Software Switches

Although a classic hardware switch successfully manages to obtain Ethernet frames and
performs all the functions of an Ethernet switch, the same features could be implemented
by a software application. This approach would offer a greater flexibility in managing the
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switching configuration and it would be more accessible and portable than a hardware
switch. Software switch is the term used to describe such an application and it is meant
to bridge software and hardware systems.
The first advantage of a software switch would be the possibility to use it in a network
consisting of virtual machines. When there are multiple VMs (Virtual Machines) sitting
on a hypervisor on a physical host and all of them are part of a greater architecture,
they need to have the possibility to communicate. A software switch would simulate the
behaviour of a hardware equipment and would move networking in the virtual realm,
offering the chance to have an easier testing and deployment environment. This new
option could help the rapid scaling and adoption of virtualization solutions.
Furthermore, software switches can have a didactical purpose. Networking concepts
and configuration methods would be more accessible on laboratory computers which
run this type of application. Large network architectures which usually involve many
network equipments (switches, bridges, cables) can be simulated with virtual machines
and all the scaling problems can be replicated and solved using a software approach.
Another important benefit of a software switch would be the possibility to use the
Linux operating system along with its networking facilities. Therefore, any architecture
supported by Linux1 (x86, ARM, PowerPC, MIPS) could run such an application as
long as it has the required device drivers. By using Linux, software switches could run
well on older systems or on embedded devices2 and they could be able to turn a basic
System on Chip device in an efficient Layer 2 switch. An additional advantage would
be the possibility to create such an application as an open-source project, thus making
it more accessible both to users and to other possible contributors.
Two software switch implementations already exist (OpenvSwitch3 and VEPA4 ) proving
the increasing interest in developing software solutions for virtual networks.

1.3

Initial Features of LiSA

LiSA5 is an open-source project started in 2005 by Radu Rendec and Ioan Nicu as a
graduation project and it was designed to implement a software switch based on the
Linux kernel networking tools. Therefore, it uses a software approach to offer advanced
switching capabilities at a reasonable cost. LiSA handles packet forwarding on Layer
2 and three, being able to monitor, control and configure the forwarding process. It
makes use of the already existing advanced facilities such as packet filtering, packet
routing and traffic shaping. The target of the project was not to increase bandwidth
or to minimize latency (the main objectives of a hardware switch), but to offer similar
features at a reasonable cost.
1
As of version 3.9.6, 30 main architectures are supported by the Linux kernel and several variations
of them
2
Devices with important resource constraints
3
www.openswitch.org
4
www.networkworld.com/news/tech/2010/101223techupdate-vepa.html
5
www.lisa.mindbit.ro
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Due to the fact that LiSA is based on the Linux kernel, it can run on any Linux supported
architecture and it can use any network chipset without changing the structure or the
code. Furthermore, it does not require a specialized hardware. Using LiSA, a simple
computer with several network chipsets can be turned into a multilayer switch with
advanced features: switching table, virtual local area networks, static assignment of
physical addresses etc.
One of the most important features of LiSA is the Command Line Interface (CLI),
similar to the one brought by the CISCO switches1 , which offers an easy, flexible configuration method and makes it more comfortable for the system administrators to get
accustomed to. Being an open-source project, over the last eight years LiSA has suffered
several important changes (the architecture was redesigned) and new protocol implementations were added. It now has support for CDP (Cisco Discovery Protocol), RSTP
(Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol) and IGMP snooping (Internet Group Management
Protocol).
As the application became more and more stable in time and proved to simulate the
functionalities of a Layer 2 hardware switch, the initial creators of LiSA considered the
option of integrating the project in a major Linux distribution. The problem they faced
was the fact that a software switch behaviour can be obtained by combining two existing
Linux kernel modules, bridge and 8021q. The corresponding userspace tools, brctl and
vconfig, can be used to create a simple Layer 2 switch with packet forwarding, trunk
and access ports, VLAN routing etc. The process of configuration, though, is hard,
unintuitive and lacks the flexibility of LiSA command line interface. Also, the overall
performance of the LiSA back-end is grater than the Linux implementation, as proved in
Section 2.1, whereas the LiSA CLI automates this difficult and time-consuming process
of configuration.
In order to keep all the existing features and to have new switch implementation options,
a generic switch had to be created. The project needed some architectural changes to
allow different switch implementations and to keep the original user interface.

1

CISCO Systems, www.cisco.com

Chapter 2

Generic Software Switch
Architecture
2.1

Initial LiSA Architecture

A top view over the initial LiSA architecture shows that the application covers both
user and kernel space. Figure 2.1 shows that the user space part of the project consists
of a Command Line Interface which communicates directly with kernel module, lisa.ko,
and several network protocol implementations which run as daemons 1 .

Figure 2.1: Top View over the LiSA Architecture
The user space part has been designed in such a way to allow several simultaneous configuration sessions. Any user can connect to change configuration settings or to monitor
different forwarding parameters. It consists of a command analyzer, an automatic command completion routine, the readline library, used to read user commands and an
interactive help system. Communication between the user interface and the kernel is
set using ioctl commands over a new defined socket domain, AF_SWITCH. The same
socket family is used by the raw sockets which intermediate communication between
the protocol implementations and the switch kernel module.
1

Programs that run as background processes
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A more thorough representation of the LiSA components is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Detailed View on Initial LiSA Components
The lisa.ko module represents the implementation of the frame forwarding mechanism.
Its main components are the forwarding database, the forwarding engine, the VLAN
(Virtual Local Area Network) database, the virtual interfaces needed for inter-VLAN
routing and the ioctl system call handler, used to process user space requests.
Besides the communication between user space and the kernel module, the ioctl system
calls ensure synchronization between different configuration sessions. The socket ioctl
calls use a Linux socket as a file descriptor. In the Linux kernel there is a special routine
which handles sockets ioctl calls. One of its first actions is to lock a semaphore and
exclusive access to common data is granted.
The system has the possibility to be configured both from a serial port connection and
remotely, from a telnet session. The starting configuration of LiSA is kept in a simple
text file which contains CLI commands and it is loaded on system start-up by reading
each line in the file and passing them to the command analyzer. As for the system’s
running configuration, the settings are stored in two places:
• All the configuration options which may influence the forwarding process (VLANs,
static MAC addresses, port configuration, IP addresses, virtual interfaces) are
stored in the kernel module;
• The other settings, non-related to the switching process (access passwords, hostname, interface descriptions) are kept in a shared memory segment in user space.
A semaphore ensures exclusive access to the shared data.
The shared memory data has been designed to keep consistency of the switch settings
between different user sessions. All the user’s CLI processes must see only one global
system configuration. More details about this segment and its contents can be found in
Appendix A.
The kernel module has been designed in such a way to optimize the forwarding process,
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as compared to the Linux implementation in the bridge module. The main disadvantages
of the Linux approach towards switching and 802.1q tagging are the following:
• For a trunk port, a virtual interface must be created for each VLAN in the switch;
• A bridge must be created for every VLAN;
• Between two trunk ports the switching process removes the VLAN tag on the first
port and adds it back on the second, although this is not necessary.
• In the case of broadcast and multicast traffic, there are several unnecessary 802.1q
tagging, the resulting packets being always the same.
Although the Linux approach is less intuitive and less efficient than LiSA, the project
had to make use of the existing modules, bridge and 8021q, to have a chance to be
included in a Linux distribution. The LiSA back-end implementation had to be kept
too because it eliminated all the enumerated drawbacks.
Along with these two possible solutions, other switch implementations were thought of,
some which would fit the existing CLI: an integrated version with OpenWrt or livirt 1 ,
and even a multi-layer solution with several other switch back-ends. This is how the
idea of a more flexible solution came, a generic software switch, one to offer the end user
the option to choose the most suited switch back-end and to use the existing command
line interface.
The initial architecture of the LiSA software switch could not support different back-end
implementations. The problem was that the user space component was LiSA-dependant
because it used the ioctl calls over the specific sockets, AF_SWITCH. Furthermore, these
calls were integrated directly in the CLI command executor and they were using a
different back-end implementation meant a redesign of the entire user interface.
An example of a function which demonstrates the initial approach towards the communication with the kernel module is shown in Listing 2.1. Here socket handling and ioctl
calls were included directly in the command execution engine.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

int cmd_sh_mac_age(struct cli_context *ctx, int argc, char **
argv, struct menu_node **nodev)
{
struct swcfgreq swcfgr = {
.cmd = SWCFG_GETAGETIME
};
int sock_fd, status;
FILE *out;

8

SW_SOCK_OPEN(ctx, sock_fd);
status = ioctl(sock_fd, SIOCSWCFG, &swcfgr);
assert(status != -1);
SW_SOCK_CLOSE(ctx, sock_fd);

9
10
11
12
13

out = ctx->out_open(ctx, 0);

14
1

www.libvirt.org
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fprintf(out, "%d\n", swcfgr.ext.nsec);

15
16

return CLI_EX_OK;

17
18

}
Listing 2.1: Example of Command Line Interface Function
Another problem with the new design was that communication between the two main
components, in most of the possible solutions, had to be implemented differently. LiSA
used ioctl calls over AF_SWITCH sockets, an OpenWrt solution would use the profs
interface, the bridge and 8021q solution would use AF_LOCAL or netlink sockets etc.
The first “dummy” solution to obtain such a generic switch was to have several user
space implementations, resulting in different CLI versions for each back-end. But this
would have resulted in duplicated code, unintuitive configuration of the application and
a large inflexible project.
In order to support different switch layouts and to behave as a generic software switch,
a new layer had to be introduced between the user space and the kernel implementation.
This “middleware” layer is meant to mediate the communication between the command
analyzer in CLI and the low-level switch solution, and to offer a transparent view for
the command line interface.

2.2

The Middleware Layer

The new layer in the LiSA architecture has been designed to bridge the stable front-end
and the different possible back-end implementations of the project. This is the reason
why it is called a “middleware” layer. It is suppose to offer a transparent interface to
the CLI, to adapt the project into a generic switch. Details about the new architecture
are depicted in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: The Middleware Layer in the New LiSA Architecure
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The image shows how the entire communication part will be handled by this layer.
It will be integrated in the user space component of LiSA, leaving the kernel module
untouched. Basically, all the back-end specific parts of the CLI implementation will be
moved here (ioctl calls, data structures and socket specific routines), leaving the user
interface unaware of the low-level switch type. Therefore, there will be only one version
of the command line interface for all the possible back-end options. The user space
component will have to be slightly changed in order to call functions in the new layer,
instead of communicating directly with the kernel.
The new middleware implementation will offer the same functionalities to the command
line interface as the initial version did. The features will be exposed using a set of
functions wrapped in Switch API. Each function will a have a well known purpose and
will define the behaviour of the software switch.
The new architecture allows different low-level switch implementations without major
changes. In order to add a different back-end implementation, an user has to create its
own middleware layer and set the CLI to call its new defined set of functions. Thus, the
main target of the project can be reached and a generic software switch can be created
using the new component. The detailed components of the generic software switch are
described in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Generic Switch Architecture with LiSA
Figure 2.4 shows the detailed components of the generic software switch. The CLI
processes are no longer connected to the kernel modules, they call certain middleware
functions to solve user requests. Each middleware implementation is connected to one
back-end solution. Backward compatibility is ensured because the LiSA version of the
switch can be adapted to the new design. As the image describes it, lisa.ko is just one
of the possible back-end solutions.
The shared memory area remains untouched, no changes are required here, but in the
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case of the protocol implementations (CDP, RSTP, VTP) another generic solution for
communication has to be set. Initially, these protocols used the same AF_SWITCH
type of sockets to control the interfaces and to get updates from the kernel. Given the
fact that this socket type is LiSA specific, other implementations will not be able to
communicate with the protocol daemons. To solve this matter, the daemons will use
generic raw sockets available in all the back-end switch options.
The first step in proving the functionality of the three-layer division is to adapt LiSA
to make use of the middleware layer. This can be done easily by moving all the LiSAspecific pieces of code in the new Switch API functions and by using the already existing
tools to test the new version1 . The next step is to choose a different back-end and to
write its middleware component to make sure the CLI is generic and does not depend
on a certain implementation.
The generic software switch obtained after the new design offers the possibility to combine several switch implementations in a virtual network architecture. It is a flexible
solution which allows us to compare the performance of different back-end versions,
keeping at the same time the initial command line interface.

2.3

The New Switch API

The new Switch API wraps a set of well defined functions meant to move all the implementation specific details (data structures, functions) from the command line interface
into the new middleware layer. Although the names of the functions suggest a switch
related implementation (vlan_add, if_remove), the code will solve communication and
management problems with different back-end solutions, hiding the low-level implementation. It offers a clean and generic interface to the user space component by making
use of the already existing switching tools: lisa.ko, bridge, 8021q, libvirt, OpenWrt.
The API was designed to keep all the existing functionalities in LiSA and to encapsulate all the specific operations in different functions. It covers features from interface
management, VLANs, IGMP snooping control, to forwarding database configurations
etc. Different back-end solutions must create their own API version in the middleware
component to have a functional software switch.
In order to facilitate the use of the switch API, all the functions were wrapped in a structure named switch_operations which will be held in any middleware implementation.
More details about how this structure has been implemented and used can be found in
Chapter 4. The entire definition of the structure with all the switch API functions are
listed in Appendix B.
This set of functions was created only for the back-end specific communication component. The API does not include implementation for the protocol daemons because a
generic solution for all the back-end version has already been discussed.
Figure 2.5 shows how the new switch API has been included in the LiSA architecture.
The command line interface will handle only user given commands and for switch related
1

LiSA contains a set of applications which were originally meant to test the lisa.ko kernel module.
The same code has been used to test the functionality of the LiSA middleware
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Figure 2.5: The Switch API in LiSA architecture
actions it will call the functions in the middleware. The implementation of the API uses
information both from kernel data structures and from the shared memory segment.
The lisa.ko kernel module remains unchanged, it continues to answer requests from
user space in the same way.
The functions in the switch API are the core component of the LiSA middleware and
they were defined to describe the capabilities of a switch and to offer the chance to
choose from multiple back-end solutions.

2.4

The Command Line Interface

In the initial LiSA architecture the command line interface was designed to offer the
end user the possibility to configure, control and monitor switching parameters. It was
strongly connected to lisa.ko, having back-end implementation specific features, such
as a socket family defined by the kernel module and system calls over these sockets. It
had two major functions:
• to parse, analyze and execute user given commands;
• to communicate with the switching engine (kernel module) to add new settings or
to retrieve information.
These two capabilities were not separated, though, ioctl calls and command execution
routines being mixed up. Changing this aspect was not a difficult task because, after the
LiSA switch API has been implemented and, in this way, the back-end communication
part has been separated, the user space component only had to replace direct calls to
the kernel with calls to functions in the middleware.
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Figure 2.6: Changes in the Command Line Interfaces
Figure 2.6 shows how the CLI design had to be changed to adapt to the new middleware
layer. To prove the concept, a simple command was considered: adding a new VLAN to
the switch. The left side of the image depicts the initial flow in executing a user request.
The command was parsed by the CLI engine and requests to the kernel module were
built and sent directly from user space.
The right part of the picture demonstrates how the communication part has moved to
the new switch API function, vlan_add. The CLI code no longer deals directly with the
back-end implementation, it just calls specific functions to manage switch parameters.
As one can see in the example, the command analyzer uses the new defined structure
switch_operations 1 (sw_ops) to access functions in the middleware.
One of the most important advantages of the new design was that, once adapted to
the switch API, the command line interface did not have to change for every back-end
implementation. The user only had to define the specific middleware functions and to
ensure that his version of API is called by the CLI. Therefore, the user interface became
a generic component, unaware and independent from the low-level switch versions.

2.5

Switch Back-End Implementations

The core of the initial LiSA project was its kernel component, the lisa.ko module, which
offered an efficient back-end implementation for the software switch. It managed to
1

The entire content of the switch_operation structure is described in Appendix B
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optimize important aspects of the forwarding process and its performances were better
than other possible software solutions[4]. In spite of these multiple advantages, several
other back-end possibilities were thought off, in order to replace the LiSA module and
to offer more flexibility to the end user.
In this way, the first major option was a combination of two existing Linux kernel modules, bridge and 8021q. The same functionality as LiSA has been proved to be obtained
by using the user space correspondents of these tools, brctl and vconfig. Because the
configuration process is hard and unintuitive, an integration with the LiSA command
line interface would make it more easy and accessible to the end user. This solution was
considered immediately after the moment LiSA had not been approved to be integrated
in a Linux distribution because the two modules could have a behavior similar to lisa.ko.
Another back-end option which proved to have immediate applicability was a LiSA
integration with OpenWRT1 . This solution offered the possibility to run a software
switch on a System on Chip with a network chipset or on other devices with important
resource contraints which could run a small Linux distribution. Such an approach would
reduce the cost of a switching solution, offering at the same time a similar functionality.
To offer the end user control over the switching process on several virtual machines
from their host, an integration with the libvirt library was considered. A version of
LiSA containing this feature would allow more flexibility in configuring network options
for virtual solutions.
An important back-end solution, which would prove the full functionality of LiSA as
a generic switch, would be a multi-engine implementation. This approach would offer
the possibility to control several other back-end switch versions simultaneously on the
same machine.
In order to have a new back-end solution, a different middleware must be created, one to
solve the communication with the user space component. Therefore, all the functions in
the switch API must be implemented and included in a new switch_operations structure.
In the case of a multi-engine approach, these functions will not deal with a specific lowlevel switch component, they will interact with other possible middleware instances.
The new layer architecture becomes arborescent, with the multi-engine implementation
of the switch API situated on top.
The multi-engine solution implies a new layer over the middleware and hides the backend implementations of the software switch. The user will see only one switch but will
control settings on several instances. He or she will have the possibility to describe the
physical layout of the entire architecture and, at runtime, he will be able to select, for
example, an interface from the appropriate module.
A top view over the multi-engine architecture is captured in Figure 2.7. The user
space components, the command line interface and the daemons, will interact with the
top middleware implementation, corresponding to the multi-engine. The switch API
functions will either forward the user requests to all the other middleware functions on
the lower layer or will choose only one module to configure or monitor.
The different switch API versions used in this design do not need any conceptual
1

A Linux distribution for embedded devices
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changes. They will be unaware of the superior layer and they will continue to see
the requests as if the user had given them directly from the command line interface.

Figure 2.7: Multi-engine Architecture with LiSA
From all the back-end possibilities, I chose to integrate LiSA with the two existing
Linux kernel modules, bridge and 8021q. This was the first step in turning LiSA into
an accessible and well-known project. This implementation is also needed to be able to
test the multi-engine architecture and to prove that LiSA behaves as a generic switch.
The next chapter presents a description of the two modules and all the methods used
to combine them into a LiSA back-end solution.

Chapter 3

bridge and 8021q Linux Kernel
Modules
The majority of current Linux distributions come with a various set of networking tools
(DNS resolver, bluetooth, wireless drivers etc) to offer connectivity options with other
systems. Among these options, Linux offers the possibility to create and configure
bridges on a system and to support 802.1q VLAN tagging.

3.1
3.1.1

Bridging in Linux
Ethernet Bridges

“A bridge is a device that connects two or more local area networks, or two or more
segments of the same network. In addition to connecting networks, bridges perform
another important function. They filter information so that network traffic intended for
one portion of the network does no congest the rest of the network. Bridges may consist
either of standalone hardware devices or of software running on a client or server.”[5]
In order to be able to forward Layer 2 frames, bridges must learn the MAC address of
all connected servers, clients, peripherals and they must associate each physical address
witch one of their ports. Like switches, when the bridge receives a frame, it reads
the field corresponding to the MAC address. If the bridge cannot tell which port is
associated with the destination, it passes the frame to all of its ports. If it knows
the association between the destination address and one of its own ports, the bridge
forwards the frame to that specific port.
Initially, bridges were designed to connect a single workgroup to another workgroup.
More recently, multiport bridges have been produced by hardware manufacturers. Multiport bridges allow network managers to connect more than two network segments
to each other. Additionally, you can reconfigure or expand networks by replacing one
network interface card inside the multiport bridge with another.”[5]
Bridges inspect only data link level information within a network, they do not participate in network routing or in transporting protocol information.
16
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The bridge Kernel Module

The Linux bridge code implements a subset of the ANSI/IEEE 802.1d standard1 . The
original Linux bridging was first done in Linux 2.2, then rewritten by Lennert Buytenhek. The code for bridging has been intergrated into 2.4 and 2.6 kernel series[6].
The architecture of the Linux bridging module is divided into three parts:
• the key data structures needed by the forwarding process;
• the configuration interface
• the input/output processing flow

Figure 3.1: Linux bridge data structures
The central functionality for the forwarding operations is provided by three key data
structures in the Linux bridge module. Figure 3.1 presents their contents and the
associations between them. The most important structure is net_bridge which holds all
the bridge specific configuration information, a doubly-linked list of bridge ports(net_bridge_port), a pointer to the corresponding netdevice and the forwarding database
(held in the field hash)[7].
“The forwarding database is responsible for storing information about end hosts in the
local area network. In the case of the bridge module, this table is internally represented
as an array of 256 elements, each holding a singly linked list with forwarding table
entries for a certain hash value.”[7] The hash function is based on the last 32 bits of the
destination MAC address and it ensures efficiency and consistency because the last 4
bytes of a MAC address are unique within the OUI2 .
Each bridge port has a separated data structure, called net_bridge_port which contains
specific parameters, such as the physical network interface, a reference to the bridge,
port-specific state, timers etc. The new_bridge_fdb_entry structure holds the MAC
1
2

http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/download/802.1D-2004.pdf
Organizationally Unique Identifier http://standards.ieee.org/develop/regauth/tut/index.html
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address of the end host (in the field addr ) and the bridge port where the MAC address
was last seen (in the field dst). Other two fields, updated and used, are used as timers
for the FDB entry.
The garbage collection timer of the bridge periodically cleans up the unused entries in
the forwarding database. It iterates over all the forwarding database entries and deletes
the ones which are no longer valid, whose aging time is greater than a preset value.
“The IGMP snooping features of the Linux kernel bridge module allow the bridge to
keep track of registered multicast entities in the local area network. The multicast group
information is used to selectively forward incoming multicast Ethernet frames on bridge
ports, instead of treating multicast traffic the same way as broadcast traffic.”[7]
The entry point of each bridge port to the frame processing code is a rx_handler which
is set to br_handle_frame. This function does the initial processing of the frame (validity checks, separation of control frames from normal traffic) and finally updates the
forwarding database of the bridge. “The forwarding logic of the bridge module is implemented in three separate functions: br_forward, br_multicast_forward and br_flood_forward. The first function checks if the destination bridge port is in state forwarding
and proceeds to either doing nothing if the port is blocked, or cloning the frame and
forwarding the cloned copy.”[7]

3.1.3

Bridge Configuration from Userspace

The configuration subsystem has three interfaces to the userspace component:
• an interface based on the ioctl system call, used for generic actions related to a
bridge;
• a sysfs based interface for bridge ports specific configurations;
• an interface using netlink sockets.

Figure 3.2: Ioctl command handling in the bridge module
Figure 3.2 shows and example of two ioctl commands from userspace and how they
are handled in kernel. To create a new bridge in the system, one should use the
SIOCBRADDBR ioctl command that takes the bridge interface name as a parameter.
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Because this request is not related to a specific device, the module handles the command in the function br_ioctl_deviceless_stub. This routine allocates a new netdevice
and initiates all the bridge parameters, such as the new ioctl handler, br_dev_ioctl.
The SIOCBRADDIF command takes the bridge device and the index of an existing
interface and creates a bridge port, by allocating a new net_bridge_port object which
is added to the list of ports. Initially, all the traffic is allowed on the new port and its
network interface address is added to the forwarding database as a local entry.
The sysfs interface allows the user to make global multicast settings or specific configurations for a bridge port. For example, IGMP snooping can be enabled for the bridge
“br0” using the file “/sys/devices/virtual/net/br0/bridge/multicast_snooping”. Also a
bridge port (say eth0) can allow attached multicast routers by writing 1 in the file
“/sys/devices/virtual/net/eth0/brport/multicast_router”.
An user can configure bridge parameters using netlink sockets1 . This type of sockets
is used mostly used in iproute2 2 , a set of Linux networking utilities. It includes an
application, namely bridge, which allows forwarding database configuration for a bridge
and uses netlink sockets.

3.2
3.2.1

802.1q VLAN Tagging in Linux
Virtual Local Area Networks

An important characteristic of the Ethernet networks is the ability to create virtual
LANs. IEEE 802.1q is the networking standard that supports this concept. Its main
components are a system of VLAN tagging for Ethernet frames and the corresponding
procedures used by bridges and switches to handle such frames.
Virtual LANs offer high flexibility and scalability because their use creates smaller
broadcast domains. This means that the broadcast messages sent from a VLAN cannot
reach other ports configured in a different VLAN. By limiting the number of broadcast
frames, the bandwidth of the network is highly improved.
The 802.1q standard does not actually encapsulate the original frame. It inserts a 4
bytes field in the header of the Ethernet frame and it recalculates the checksum (FCS).
Figure 3.3 depicts the 802.1q encapsulation of an Ethernet frame. The top of the image
describes the original Ethernet header structure, as explained in Subsection 1.1.1. In
the bottom half of the figure, one can observe that the type of the 802.1q frame is 0x8100
and that 4 bytes from the data field are sacrificed to store the specific information: the
802.1q tag (2 bytes) and the content of the original field Type / Length. The VLAN tag
consists of 16 bits, divided in three fields:
• Priority which specifies the user priority, having 8 possible values;
1

Netlink is a socket family used to transfer miscellaneous networking information between the Linux
kernel and user space processes, as well as between user processes. It has been designed to be a more
flexible successor to ioctl. Originally, netlink used the AF_NETLINK socket family[8]
2
iproute2 is a collection of utilities for controlling TCP and UDP IP networking and traffic control
in Linux, in both IPv4 and IPv6 networks
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• CFI - Canonical Format Indicator which establishes compatibility between Ethernet and Token-Ring networks;
• VID or VLAN ID, the key element which identifies a VLAN. It has 12 bits and
allows the user to define maximum 4064 VLANs1 .

Figure 3.3: 802.1q encapsulation
There are two type of connections in a network based on Ethernet switches: access and
trunk. An access link is the most common and it is part of only one VLAN. Any device
attached to an access link is unaware of a VLAN membership. Switches remove any
VLAN information from the frame before it is sent to such a device[3].
A trunk link can carry multiple VLAN traffic and is normally used to connect switches
to other switches or routers. It can be configured to transport all the VLANs or only a
limited number. If the link between two devices is not configured as a trunk link, only
traffic belonging to VLAN 1 can be transported. Furthermore, this type of link can
have a native VLAN which is used if the trunk link crashes.

3.2.2

The 8021q Kernel Module

8021Q VLAN code is part of the Linux kernel since 2000, along with Linux 2.2.13 kernel
version[9]. The most important features offered by this module include:
• implementation of 802.1q VLAN specification;
• support for 4094 VLANs per interface;
• scalability for critical paths (O(n), where n is the number of physical interfaces);
• support for multicast;
• possibility to change the MAC address for a VLAN;
• multiple naming conventions adjustable at runtime;
• optional header reordering to make the VLAN interface look just like an Ethernet
interface.
1 12

2

equals 4096 possible VLANs, but 0 is used to identify high priority frames and 4095 is reserved
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The main function of the 8021q module is to filter tagged Ethernet frames and to
redirect them to specific virtual interfaces. If an interfaces is added to a VLAN (say
eth0 added to VLAN 4), the kernel code creates a virtual interface, named eth0.4, which
will receive all the traffic corresponding to VLAN 4. The module removes the 802.1q
tag from the Ethernet frames and will forward the information to interface eth0.4.
The main structure in the kernel module which holds information about a VLAN interface is vlan_info. Listing 3.1 shows the content of this structure. The first field, real_dev
represents a reference to the Ethernet device the VLAN is attached to. vlan_info also
contains the list head corresponding to the next VLAN information element, the VLAN
group the interface is part of and the total number of VLAN IDs.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

struct vlan_info {
struct net_device
struct vlan_group
struct list_head
unsigned int
struct rcu_head

*real_dev;
grp;
vid_list;
nr_vids;
rcu;

};

Listing 3.1: The vlan_info structure
Information about VLAN interfaces or general configurations are available through a
procfs interface. File “/proc/net/vlan/config” reveals all the VLAN interfaces in the system, and details about each of these interfaces can be obtained from “/proc/net/vlan/interface_name”.

3.2.3

VLAN Configuration from Userspace

The 8021q module also contains an ioctl handler to expose configuration options to user
space applications. Among the most used tools to configure VLAN interfaces are vconfig
and ip. Possibile use cases of the first application will be described in Section 3.3.
In order to control VLANs in a user-space application an user must use the above
mentioned ioctl calls over classic AF_INET sockets. A basic example would be adding
and removing a VLAN to an interface. Request are sent to the kernel module using
a structure called vlan_ioctl_args which takes as parameters the interface name, the
VLAN id and the user’s command (ADD_VLAN_CMD or DEL_VLAN_CMD).
Other configuration options are available through the ioctl interface, such as setting
ingress/egress map1 , additional flags (header reordering), interface naming type (eth0.5
or vlan5) etc.
1
inbound/outbound packets with a user-given VLAN priority should be queued with a particular
skb-priority
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Software Switch with vconfig and brctl

As stated before, the software switch functionality can be obtained by combining the
two existing Linux networking tools: bridge and 8021q. The corresponding user space
tools for these kernel modules are brctl and vconfig. Their implementation uses the
communication interface offered by the two modules: ioctl system calls over AF_INET
/ AF_LOCAL sockets.
This section presents a simple example of a possible architecture and the corresponding
configuration steps[4]. Suppose there is a system with 4 network interfaces (eth0, ...
eth3) and they must be configured as follows:
• eth0 in trunk mode, allowing access to VLANs 1 and 2;
• eth1 in trunk mode, allowing access to VLANs 1 and 3;
• eth2 in access mode, VLAN 2;
• eth3 in access mode, VLAN 3;
Furthermore, routing must be established between VLANs 2 and 3, using IP addresses
192.168.2.254/24 for VLAN 2 and 192.168.3.254/24 for VLAN 3. The sequence of
commands that builds up this configuration would be:
1
2

modprobe bridge
modprobe 8021q

3
4
5
6
7
8

vconfig
vconfig
vconfig
vconfig
vconfig

set_name_type DEV_PLUS_VID_NO_PAD
add eth0 1
add eth0 2
add eth1 1
add eth1 3

9

brctl addbr br1
brctl addif br1 eth0.1
12 brctl addif br1 eth1.1
10
11
13

brctl addbr br2
brctl addif br2 eth0.2
16 brctl addif br2 eth2
14
15
17

brctl addbr br3
brctl addif br3 eth1.3
20 brctl addif br3 eth3
18
19
21

ifconfig br2 192.168.2.254 netmask 255.255.255.0
23 ifconfig br3 192.168.3.254 netmask 255.255.255.0
22
24

ifconfig eth0 up
26 ifconfig eth1 up
27 ifconfig eth2 up
25
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ifconfig eth3 up
Listing 3.2: Configuration example with brctl and vconfig
The number of necessary commands is really high. Configuration would get more difficult if there were more trunk ports and more VLANs added to these interfaces. For the
case given in Listing 3.2, the worst scenario would be to configure all the 4 interfaces
in trunk mode and to allow access to all 4094 VLANs. The number of 8021q virtual
interfaces would be 4 ∗ 4094 = 16376 because each VLAN of each trunk port needs one
virtual interface. There would also be 4094 bridges (one per each VLAN). Additional
overhead could be implied by multicast / packet flooding. When both trunk and access
mode interfaces are involved, the same tagging / untagging operations take place several
times.
As compared to the originally LiSA implementation of a software switch, an approach
using bridge and 8021q would not be efficient and the setup would be troublesome. The
flexibility offered by the command line interface in LiSA would ease the configuration
process and an integration with these two Linux kernel modules would make our project
more available to end users. The next chapters presents all the steps in designing and
testing a solution of a sowftware switch with LiSA using the combination of bridge and
8021q as a back end implementation.

Chapter 4

LiSA Switch API with bridge and
8021q
As any other software switch implementation which follows the three-layer design of
LiSA, the bridge and 8021q approach must define its own set of switch API functions.
The purpose of these functions is to establish communication with the two kernel modules and to manage all the switch parameters. The middleware must combine the
features of the two components and offer one compact set of functionalities to the command line interface.

4.1

General Rules

Listing 3.2 in Section 3.3 described a simple network topology built with brctl and
vconfig. An internal view over the switch components is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Internal structure of a simple network topology
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To allow several VLANs on an interface (say eth0), vconfig was used and two interfaces,
eth0.1 and eth0.2 were created for each VLAN, using the vconfig tool. The 8021q
module will remove the VLAN tags from Ethernet frames and will forward the data to
the appropriate virtual interface.
To separate traffic tagged for different VLANs, these interfaces were added in different
bridges (BRIDGE 1 and BRIDGE 2) corresponding to the assigned VLAN. Bridges can
connect several virtual interfaces (BRIDGE 1) or access mode interfaces with virtual
interfaces (BRIDGE 3) and in both cases the traffic is untagged. The bridge ports are
unaware of the VLANs involved in the software switch.
This example, along with other considered possibilities, led to a series of general rules
to follow when implementing a software switch with bridge and 8021q:
• for every VLAN added to the switch a bridge must be created. Bridges must be
unaware of the VLAN they were set for;
• access interfaces are added directly to the bridge;
• trunk ports are not included in bridges. For each allowed VLAN on a trunk port,
a virtual interface must be created using 8021q and added to the appropriate
bridge;
• VLAN management must be done in the middleware (VLAN database, bridge VLAN associations);
• when a bridge is created, the new virtual interface is considered to be a VLAN
interface.
These rules imply that the management of the switch interfaces, bridges, ports, VLANs
and other parameters will be done in the new middleware layer. As compared to LiSA,
where the switch API functions in the middleware were only calling the ioctl interface
and the back-end implementation had all the functionalities of a software switch, the
bridge and 8021q solution must combine two separate tools to obtain the same features
at a higher level. This results in holding specific data structures that were meant to be
stored and managed in a back-end implementation.

4.2

Data Structures

As mentioned before, associations between the two used components, bridge and 8021q
must be stored in the new middleware layer. The software switch must store the list of
all the interfaces, all the VLANs, the virtual interfaces created to support a VLAN and
switching parameters for each of these entities.
LiSA uses a segment of shared memory as a mechanism to store the switch configuration
and to make it available to multiple CLI processes. This segment holds generic information which does not affect the forwarding process, such as hostname, access password,
interface and VLAN user description, as shown in Listing 4.1. The initial version of
the project included a small API that was used to create and destroy a shared memory
segment, to allocate or free memory and to resize the segment when it was not enough.
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struct switch_mem {
struct {
char secret[SW_SECRET_LEN + 1];
} enable[SW_MAX_ENABLE+1];
struct {
char passwd[SW_PASS_LEN + 1];
} vty[SW_MAX_VTY + 1];
struct cdp_configuration cdp;
struct rstp_configuration rstp;
struct mm_list_head if_tags;
struct mm_list_head vlan_descs;
struct mm_list_head if_descs;
/* List of VLAN specific data */
struct mm_list_head vlan_data;
/* List of interface specific data */
struct mm_list_head if_data;
int age_time;
int igmp_snooping;
};

Listing 4.1: Information in shared memory
This area is created and initialized only by the first process that uses LiSA. The rest of
the CLI processes will use the existing information already found in the structure.
Besides the initial fields, the bridge and 8021q middleware needed to add 4 more fields
to store generic switch information: a list of interfaces added to the switch, a list
of VLANs, the ageing time of dynamic entries in the forwarding database and a flag
which indicates if IGMP snooping is enabled or not. All the switch API functions will
use this structure to save all the settings in bridge and 8021q modules and to return
configurations to the user.

4.2.1

Interface Information

Details about each interface in the software switch are held in the if_data structure.
When a new interface is used, a new if_data is created and added to the list of interfaces
in the shared memory zone. The content of this structure is shown in Listing 4.2.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

struct if_data {
struct net_switch_device device;
int mode;
mm_ptr_t allowed_vlans;
mm_ptr_t mrouters;
unsigned short access_vlan;
struct mm_list_head lh;
};

Listing 4.2: The if_data structure
The first field holds information about the physical interface (name, type, index). The
field mode determines if the new interface is in trunk mode or in access mode. The
structure also contains a bitmap with allowed VLANs (if the interface is in trunk mode)
and a bitmap for mrouter 1 configurations. These bitmaps are stored as mm_ptr_t fields
1

Allowed multicast routers
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(a previously defined type for pointers in shared memory). Another important field is
specific to access mode interfaces and represents the VLAN set on the specified link.
Each if_data structure is added to the end of a list in the structure previously described,
switch_mem. In order to manage easily all the lists used in the user space component,
the initial version of LiSA included a copy of the kernel list API. Therefore, the if_data
structure contains a field name lh of type struct mm_list_head which helps identifying
the previous and the next element of the list.
As described in Figure 4.2, the switch_mem structure holds the list of all the interfaces
in the switch. The head of the list can be accessed using the field if_data and the list
API can be used to walk through all the elements or to add, remove, change elements.
This list of interfaces also stores information about VLAN interfaces but it is not used
for virtual interfaces created by the 8021q module.

Figure 4.2: The list of switch interfaces in shared memory

4.2.2

VLAN Information

Details about a specific VLAN added to the switch are stored in a structure called
vlan_data. VLAN related data is more complicated because each structure, although
part of the VLAN list, contains another list with the virtual interfaces created by the
8021q module.
The vlan_data structure holds the VLAN identifier (VLAN ID or vid), the above mentioned list of virtual interfaces and a flag which indicates whether IGMP snooping is
activated or not. This structure is an element of the VLAN list held in shared memory.
Basically, the VLAN database (VDB) will be built based upon this list. If a VLAN is
added to the software switch, it has a vlan_data structure associated, along with its
details. To complete the information in the VDB, VLAN description can be retrieved
from shared memory but not through the switch API functions. The interface and
VLAN description are stored the same in every back-end implementation and they are
managed separately in the CLI component.
Figure 4.3 shows how the VLAN information is stored in shared memory. As mentioned
earlier, each VLAN in the switch is associated with a vlan_data structure. This structures are chained in a doubly linked list which can be managed from the switch_mem
structure. Furthermore, each VLAN specific data entity has a reference to its own virtual interface list, through the field vif_list. This list contains if_data structures with
information about the virtual interfaces created for the trunk ports which allow the
corresponding VLAN.
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Figure 4.3: VLAN information in shared memory
As any hardware switch, LiSA contains 5 default VLANs (VLAN ID 1, 1002, ... 1005)
which are added when the application starts. Any access mode interface will be added
by default to the bridge corresponding to VLAN 1.

4.3

Interface Management

LiSA offers the possibility to add existing interfaces in the software switch and to control,
monitor and manage them, using the command line interface. In order to have the same
functionality with the bridge and 8021q implementation, several switch API functions
which deal with interface management had to be defined. These are declared as pointers
to local functions encapsulated in a structure called switch_operations.
The bridge and 8021q solution had to create its own switch_operations structure. The
switch API functions which handle interface data are described in Listing 4.3.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

struct linux_context lnx_ctx = {
.sw_ops = (struct switch_operations) {
.backend_init
= linux_init,
.if_add
.if_remove
.if_enable
.if_disable

=
=
=
=

.if_set_mode
=
.if_get_type
=
.if_set_port_vlan
.if_get_cfg
=
.get_if_list
=
...

if_add,
if_remove,
if_enable,
if_disable,
if_set_mode,
if_get_type,
= if_set_port_vlan,
if_get_cfg,
get_if_list,

},
...
}

Listing 4.3: Switch API functions for interface management
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When a new interface is added an if_data structure is created and added to the interface
list. If the user wants to set its mode to accesss, the interface will be added directly
to the vlan1 bridge. Otherwise, for trunk interfaces, one different virtual interface will
be created for default VLANs and for already existing VLANs. These new virtual
interfaces are included in the corresponding bridges. To achieve this, the if_data code
walks through the list of VLANs, uses the 8021q module to create virtual interfaces for
existing VLANs and calls the bridge module to add them to the appropriate bridges.
The clean-up correspondent of this function is if_remove.
To enable an interface, neither of these two kernel modules are used. The middleware
code sends an ioctl command (SIOCIFFLAGS) which sets the IFF_UP flag to the
interface. To disable it, the same flag is removed, using the if_disable function.
LiSA allows three types of interfaces: switched (involved in the forwarding process),
routed (physical ports that can route IP traffic to other devices) and virtual. In order
to get the interface type from user space the if_get_type function must be used. It
returns the type field from the corresponding if_data structure and the VLAN ID for
virtual interfaces.
Interface mode configuration is more complicated (if_set_mode). This function must
allow the user to set access or trunk mode for an interface or to unset any of these
modes, thus making it a routed interface. If an access mode interface must become
trunked, it has to be removed from its bridge and virtual interfaces must be created
and added for all the existing VLANs. The reverse setting is obtained by removing
all the virtual interfaces from their bridges and adding the device to the corresponding
bridge. Along with these operations, appropriate fields in the if_data structure are set
to ensure consistency.
Information about all of the switch interfaces can be retrieved using get_if_list. The
interface list is parsed and, depending on the type given as parameter, a new list is
created an returned to user space.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

...
/* Walk throught the list of interfaces */
mm_lock(mm);
mm_list_for_each(mm, ptr, mm_ptr(mm, &SHM->if_data)) {
struct if_data *if_data =
mm_addr(mm, mm_list_entry(ptr, struct if_data, lh));
if (!(type & if_data->device.type))
continue;
/* Copy from shared memory in a new structure */
dev = malloc(sizeof(struct net_switch_device));
if (!dev) {
errno = ENOMEM;
return -1;
}
*dev = if_data->device;
list_add_tail(&dev->lh, net_devs);
}
mm_unlock(mm);
...

Listing 4.4: Middleware code which parses the interface list
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Listing 4.5 shows a code snippet which parses the interface list and retrieves the ports of
a certain type. The shared memory API offers exclusive access to its data through the
mm_lock and mm_unlock functions. A pointer to a specific structure is obtained based
on the offset in the shared memory segment, using the mm_addr function. The listing
also exemplifies the use of user space lists and their API (list_add_tail ). We use this
data structure to return the results because the size of the interface list is unknown to
the CLI component and previously allocated memory would not be an efficient solution.

4.4

VLAN Management

LiSA offers the possibility to create multiple distinct broadcast domains using VLANs
and to manage the virtual networks using the CLI. The bridge and 8021q implementation must rewrite the VLAN specific functions to provide the same functionality.
Listing 4.5 shows the switch API functions, as part of the switch_operations structure.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

.sw_ops = (struct switch_operations) {
...
.vlan_add
= vlan_add,
.vlan_del
= vlan_del,
.vlan_set_mac_static = vlan_set_mac_static,
.vlan_del_mac_static = vlan_del_mac_static,
.vlan_del_mac_dynamic = vlan_del_mac_dynamic,
.get_mac = get_mac,
.get_vlan_interfaces = get_vlan_interfaces,
.get_vdb
= get_vdb,
.if_add_trunk_vlans = if_add_trunk_vlans,
.if_set_trunk_vlans = if_set_trunk_vlans,
.if_del_trunk_vlans = if_del_trunk_vlans,
.vif_add
.vif_del
...

= vif_add,
= vif_del,

}

Listing 4.5: Switch API functions for VLAN management
The vlan_add function defines the steps taken to configure a new VLAN in the switch.
Say VLAN 3 must be added. Firstly, a new bridge is created, having the name vlan3
and a new vlan_data structure is allocated in shared memory and added to the VLAN
list. Afterwards, the entire list of interfaces is parsed and each one is configured as
follows:
• if the interface mode is trunk and the new VLAN is allowed on it, a new virtual
interface is created and added to the vlan3 bridge. Every new virtual interface
is enabled immediately after creation and a new data structure, if_data, is created to store its details. This structure is added to the list of virtual interfaces
corresponding to the new VLAN;
• if the interface mode is access and the configured VLAN corresponds with the
new one, the interface is directly added to the bridge.
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This mechanism allows the user to configure a default VLAN on access interfaces and
allowed VLANs on trunk ones, without previously adding the VLANs to the switch.
These settings are stored in the vlan_data structure and used when the VLAN is created.
Another configuration made when a bridge is created is the ageing time. By default,
the entries in the forwarding database expire after 300 seconds (5 minutes). This value
is used in LiSA too, but the user can change it and all the new bridges will take the user
given value. The ageing time of the switch is stored in the shared memory segment.
When a VLAN is removed from the switch all the trunk interfaces are deleted and the
access interfaces are removed from the bridge. The vlan_data structure is destroyed
and the bridge is removed only if no VLAN interface has been previously configured.
By using the same data structures, the middleware code offers the possibility to set
different allowed VLANs for a trunk interface. This is achieved with three functions in
the switch API: if_add_trunk_vlans, if_set_trunk_vlans and if_del_trunk_vlans.
The VLAN database can be created by retrieving information about the existing VLANs
in the switch and about the configured ports. get_vdb builds a bitmap (an array of 512
chars) which defines all the VLANs by parsing the list in shared memory; get_vlan_interfaces returns a list of ports configured for a specific VLAN.
LiSA offers control over the forwarding database too. A user can define a static entry
in the MAC table (by using vlan_set_mac_static), delete a previously defined entry
and remove all the dynamic associations for an interface (vlan_del_mac_dynamic).
These situations require the use of the bridge netlink interface. Listing 4.6 describes
how netlink sockets API was used to insert a static entry in the forwarding database.
rtnl_open and rtnl_close manage socket creation and removal, while rtnl_talk sends a
previously defined request to kernel.
1
2
3
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/* Build netlink socket request */
memset(&req, 0, sizeof(req));
req.n.nlmsg_len = NLMSG_LENGTH(sizeof(struct ndmsg));
req.n.nlmsg_flags = NLM_F_REQUEST | NLM_F_CREATE | NLM_F_EXCL | 0x02;
req.n.nlmsg_type = RTM_NEWNEIGH;
req.ndm.ndm_family = PF_BRIDGE;
req.ndm.ndm_state = NUD_NOARP;
addattr_l(&req.n, sizeof(req), NDA_LLADDR, mac, ETH_ALEN);
req.ndm.ndm_ifindex = ifindex;
/* Open socket and send command */
if (rtnl_open(&rth) < 0)
return -1;
if (rtnl_talk(&rth, &req.n) < 0)
return -1;
rtnl_close(&rth);

Listing 4.6: Manage FDB entries with netlink sockets
VLAN interfaces can be configured on the switch. In the case of bridge and 8021q
implementation these represent the bridge interfaces created when a VLAN is added.
If the user wants to add a VLAN interface and the specific VLAN is already added
to the switch, the switch API function vif_add will only create an if_data structure
and add it to the list of interfaces in shared memory. When the VLAN is removed and
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the VLAN interface is still configured, the bridge will not be deleted, but the virtual
interfaces corresponding to the trunk ports will be removed. This way a bridge covers
the problem of forwarding Ethernet frames for a specific VLAN and offers the possibility
to configure an IP address for management purposes.
VLAN management resumes to bridge configuration (as each VLAN corresponds to
one specific bridge) and to 802.1q virtual interface management. VLAN handling must
be done in the middleware layer because the back-end implementation, the two kernel
modules, is unaware of the bridge and 8021q associations. The low-level component
handles bridges and 802.1q interfaces independently, considering only simple, specific
user requests.

4.5

Switch Parameters Configuration

As a software switch, LiSA tries to simulate the functionalities of a hardware switch
and to offer the same configuration options through its command line interface. For the
moment, besides the interface an VLAN handling, the switch settings available in LiSA
involve: interface and VLAN description, forwarding database aging time and static
entries, IGMP snooping, multicast routers etc. Of these functionalities, a part of them
are implemented as generic functions meant to be used for all the back-end solutions
and some of them are available through the switch API, as shown in Listing 4.7.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

.sw_ops = (struct switch_operations) {
...
.get_age_time
= get_age_time,
.set_age_time
= set_age_time,
.igmp_set
= igmp_set,
.igmp_get
= igmp_get,
.mrouters_get
= mrouters_get,
.mrouter_set
= mrouter_set
...
}

Listing 4.7: Switch API functions for other switch settings
The bridge kernel module offers the possibility to configure the ageing time of a bridge
forwarding database using an ioctl command (brctl uses the same method). To have
a single value for the ageing time in my implementation, all the bridges had to be
configured simultaneously and the value was stored in the shared memory structure.
The function set_age_time parses the VLAN list, builds the name of all the bridges,
sends ioctl commands to the kernel for each bridge and saves the user-given value in
switch_mem. get_age_time returns the switch ageing time as saved in shared memory.
IGMP settings are available also through the bridge module. To set up group management for a bridge, the sysfs interface offers several configuration files. The same approach is used in our implementation for IGMP snooping and multicast router options.
To enable IGMP snooping on the switch, the igmp_set function activates it on each
bridge (by writing “1” in “/sys/devices/virtual/net/vlan5/bridge/multicast_snooping”)
and saves a global flag in shared memory. The igmp_get function builds a bitmap that
specifies which VLAN, from those existing in the switch, has IGMP snooping enabled,
by reading the value in the same file for each bridge.
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An interface can be configured to allow multicast routers on a certain VLAN by using
the sysfs interface. As described in Section 4.2, the interface specific data structure
(if_data) contains a bitmap (mrouters) which specifies the VLANs for which multicast routers are allowed. This bitmap is changed by the mrouter_set function which
also writes “1” in the sysfs file corresponding to the interface (“/sys/devices/virtual/net/eth0/brport/multicast_router”). mrouters_get retrieves information about all
the interfaces which have multicast routers configured on a certain VLAN. The function
returns a list of net_switch_mrouter_e structures which represent associations between
interface indexes and VLANs.
The results offered by these switch API functions are used by the CLI component to
build and print switch information like hardware switch interfaces do. Although the
switch consists of several bridges and many auxiliary virtual interfaces, the middleware
API unifies the configuration possibilities and the information offered by the back-end
implementation.

4.6

Communication with bridge and 8021q Kernel Modules

To simulate the software switch behaviour with LiSA, the first step was to study the
two user space tools brctl and vconfig. The source code of these applications revealed
the communication methods with the two kernel modules, bridge and 8021q.
To send user space commands to the 8021q module, the switch API functions use only
ioctl calls over AF_INET sockets. Communication to this back end module resumes
to adding and removing virtual interfaces in a user given VLAN. To achieve this, a
vlan_ioctl_args structure must be created and filled with specific parameters: interface
name, VLAN ID, user command (ADD_VLAN_CMD or DEL_VLAN_CMD). A single socket
file descriptor is used to send these commands. When a new CLI session starts, the
“VLAN” corresponding socket is opened, and the file descriptor is saved, until the session
ends.
The bridge module offers three interfaces to the user space, based on ioctl system calls,
sysfs configuration files and netlink sockets. The most common method used in my
implementation was based on ioctl system calls over AF_LOCAL sockets. An example
of how the bridge specific socket is handled is shown in Listing 4.8. The file descriptor
resulted after the socket has been opened is saved in a structure called linux_context. In
this way, further attempts to open the same socket will fail, and the previously used file
descriptor will be used. This method avoids possible erroneous situations or eventual
overhead due to socket operations.
1
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#define BRIDGE_SOCK_OPEN(__ctx, __sock_fd) do {\
if (__ctx->bridge_sfd != -1) {\
__sock_fd = __ctx->bridge_sfd;\
break;\
}\
__sock_fd = socket(AF_LOCAL, SOCK_STREAM, 0); \
if (__sock_fd == -1) \
return -1; \
} while(0)
#define BRIDGE_SOCK_CLOSE(__ctx, __sock_fd) do {\
if (__sock_fd != __ctx->bridge_sfd)\
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close(__sock_fd);
} while (0)
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Listing 4.8: Bridge socket handling
The bridge interface based on sysfs configuration files has been used to set IGMP
snooping and multicast router options. The switch API functions have used both port
and bridge specific configurations. As for the netlink interface, only forwarding database
related functions have used it. Support for both communication with user space via
netlink sockets and static FDB configurations has been introduced only in the last year
and the exemplifying user space tool is /sbin/bridge. Most of the bridge configurations
though are based on the ioctl system call.
The bridge and 8021q implementation in the middleware layer was meant to ease communication between the LiSA CLI and the two kernel modules as well as to offer a
compact set of switching functionalities through the switch API. To do that, the functions had to configure the existing functional back-end implementations and to manage
all the components in order to offer the image of a generic software switch. The next
chapter proves that the functionality of the new version of software switch depends on
the new middleware layer while the performance is based on the two existing kernel
modules, bridge and 8021q.

Chapter 5

Testing and Evaluation
To check the functionality of LiSA with bridge and 8021q I needed to test the switch API
separately and integrate the end result with other software switches. The initial version
of LiSA had a small tool which tested the basic functionalities of the lisa.ko kernel
module. This application was the starting point in checking the correct implementation
of the switch API functions.
The Switch Control application (swctl ) takes user given commands (such as “swctl addif
eth0”) and it initially used ioctl system calls to perform simple requests to kernel. After
the new middleware layer was introduced as a mediator component, we changed this
tool and now it calls functions in the switch API. Listing 5.1 shows a snippet of code
which handles VLAN addition using the vlan_add switch API function.
1
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if (!strcmp(argv[1], "addvlan")) {
if (argc < 3) {
usage();
return 0;
}
int vlan = atoi(argv[2]);
status = sw_ops->vlan_add(sw_ops, vlan);
if (status)
perror("addvlan failed");
char vlan_desc[SW_MAX_VLAN_NAME +1];
__default_vlan_name(vlan_desc, vlan);
status = switch_set_vlan_desc(vlan, vlan_desc);
if (status) {
sw_ops->vlan_del(sw_ops, vlan);
perror("addvlan failed");
return -1;
}
return 0;
}

Listing 5.1: Test function in swctl
In the early stages of development the first functions in the switch API needed several
interfaces and VLANs to confirm the functionality of the code. The dummy kernel
module offers a sufficient number of software interfaces (dummy0, dummy1 ...) which
were used to test that interfaces are properly managed and the 802.1q virtual interfaces
are created accordingly.
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The tests with the dummy kernel module involved maximum 10 interfaces. This case
demonstrated that the initial 4096 bytes in shared memory were not sufficient and memory extension had to be used. Therefore, the possibility to store multiple interfaces and
VLANs was tested and we proved that LiSA can successfully adapt to larger networks.

Figure 5.1: The first test of LiSA with bridge and 8021q
After testing the functionality of the new middleware layer, LiSA was tested in different
network topologies. The first situation is very simple, involving only two hosts and a
software switch with LiSA in between, as show in Figure 5.1. The hosts were give two IP
addresses from the same network (10.0.0.1 and 10.0.0.2/24) and end-to-end connectivity
was set. Apart from the local MAC addresses, the forwarding database contained the
physical addresses of the two hosts.

Figure 5.2: Two LiSA switches with bridge and 8021q
The second topology is described in Figure 5.2 and contains two LiSA software switches
with bridge and 8021q, each of them having an end host connected. The hosts were
configured in VLAN 3, with the same IP addresses as in the previous case. The link
between the two switches was set both to access (VLAN 3) and to trunk (VLANs 3,
4) and each time we got Layer 3 connectivity between the two hosts. Moreover, the
forwarding database has learned the MAC addresses of the physical interfaces involved
in the switching process. The MAC address table can be observed in Listing 5.2 as well
as all the configured VLANs.
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switch1#show mac-address-table
Destination Address Address Type
------------------- -----------00e0.2082.44d9
Dynamic
7071.bc18.1bff
Dynamic
7071.bc08.257e
Dynamic

VLAN
---3
3
3

switch1#show vlan
VLAN Name
---- -------------------------------1
default
3
VLAN0003
4
VLAN0004

Destination Port
---------------eth0
eth0
eth1

Status
Ports
--------- -------active
active
Et0, Et1
active
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1002
1003
1004
1005

VLAN1002
VLAN1003
VLAN1004
VLAN1005
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act/unsup
act/unsup
act/unsup
act/unsup

Listing 5.2: VLANs and the MAC address table on Switch 1
To check the performance of the two switches we used iperf 1 . Host 1 was the server,
host 2 was the client connected to the server through the two software switches and
the output of iperf was a timestamped report of the data transferred between the two
hosts and the maximum bandwidth. Listing 5.3 shows that iperf sent 115 MBytes in
10 second session and proves that the link bandwidth is 94.7 Mbits/sec.
The systems with LiSA were using the RTL8111/8168B PCI Express Gigabit Ethernet
controller for the trunk links and the SC92031 PCI Fast Ethernet Adapter for the access
connections with the hosts. LiSA ran on Debian 7.0 (wheezy) with a Linux 3.2 kernel.
1
2
3
4

Connecting to host 10.0.0.1, port 5201
[ 4] local 10.0.0.3 port 45440 connected to 10.0.0.1 port 5201
[ ID] Interval
Transfer
Bandwidth
Retransmits
[ 4]
0.00-10.18 sec
115 MBytes 94.7 Mbits/sec 0

Listing 5.3: iperf report on traffic performance between Host 1 and Host 2
The performance tests were actually checking the transfer speed using a system with the
two kernel modules, bridge and 8021q. As mentioned in Section 3.3 the same topology
and functionality can be obtained by combining brctl and vconfig. This means that such
a solution would have the same performance results. The contribution of LiSA consists
in a flexible configuration interface over the existing back-end implementation. The
test have been configured using the CLI and not the two applications, brctl and vconfig.
Although the data transfer speed tests have similar results, LiSA offers management
and control over all the interfaces, VLANs and other switch parameters.
LiSA with bridge and 8021q was also tested with the initial back-end implementation,
the lisa.ko kernel module. A more complicated topology was designed, involving 3
switches, 4 hosts and 2 separate VLANs. The bandwidth tests have shown similar
results. A combination between a software switch with bridge plus 8021q and the
lisa.ko module resulted in 95.2 Mbits per second.
These tests have shown that this implementations, using the two kernel modules, is
fully compatible with systems running the same software switch version or the old LiSA
back-end. Furthermore, the performance tests confirm that LiSA can be used in small
or medium-sized networks.

1

Network testing tool which measures maximum TCP and UDP bandwidth performance http://
iperf.sourceforge.net/

Chapter 6

Conclusion and Further Work
The end result of this project is a software switch with LiSA which uses the two Linux
kernel modules bridge and 8021q. To obtain all the switch functionalities with a different
back-end than the initial lisa.ko kernel module, the architecture was redesigned from
a 2 layer application to a generic software switch with an additional layer. The new
middleware layer is meant to wrap all the features of a switch in a compact set of
functions called the Switch API. By creating separate versions of this API, the user is
able to choose different back-end implementations.
The current version was obtained by implementing all the functions in the above mentioned API using the two kernel modules, bridge and 8021q, and by moving the switch
management in the new middleware layer. Furthermore, the existing command line
interface was changed to use the functions in the new switch API and the initial user
space component of LISA was adapted to the new architecture. LiSA currently offers
the possibility to select either a switch implementation with lisa.ko or with bridge and
8021q.
The new design of LiSA allowed us to think of more than two back-end solutions. Work
is done to integrate LiSA with OpenWrt (for low cost Systems on Chip) and libvirt
to allow configuration of virtual machines. Another solution that would prove the full
functionality of LiSA as a generic switch is a multi-engine switch. This implementation
would offer the possibility to control several other back-end switch versions (such as
lisa.ko and OpenWrt) simultaneously on the same machine.
The initial switch with LiSA was not accepted in a Linux distribution because the same
functionality could be obtained with two existing Linux kernel modules. A simple example of software switch with vconfig and brctl was shown in Section 3.3. The number
of necessary commands was really high and the entire process was unintuitive. By integrating LiSA with bridge and 8021q and by offering the possibility to use its command
line interface, this difficult and time consuming process became easy and flexible. The
user has the chance to configure the software switch with commands similar to those
offered by hardware switches (such as Cisco1 ).
The purpose of the bridge and 8021q implementation was to solve communication prob1

Cisco Systems http://www.cisco.com/
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lems between the CLI and the two modules as well as to unify the configuration possibilities. Furthermore, the middleware layer now controls all the components (bridges,
virtual interfaces), the global switch settings and offers the image of a single entity. The
management problems of all the switch separate parts are solved by this new layer and
all the settings are available to other CLI sessions running at the same time.
Both unit and integration tests have shown that this version of LiSA behaves like a
regular hardware switch. It can be integrated in a network topology with other systems
running either the same implementation with bridge and 8021q or the old back-end
solution, the lisa.ko module. As proved in Chapter 5 the switching performance does
not depend on the new middleware layer, yet on the implementation of bridges and
VLAN interfaces in the Linux kernel.
LiSA has been developed as an open-source project1 and is open to further work suggestions to improve and extend the current features. For the moment, the most important
step is to obtain the multi-engine software switch with LiSA that would use several
back-end solutions integrated as a single switch. Another feature would be to use the
spanning tree protocol implementation in the bridge module. Currently LiSA supports
RSTP, but the back-end implementation is integrated in the lisa.ko module and the
version with bridge and 8021q is exposed to Data Link layer loops.

1

The project is available on GitHub https://github.com/organizations/lisa-project

Appendix A

The Shared Memory Segment
To provide a consistent set of functionalities and to keep the configurations available to
several CLI sessions, LiSA had to store a part of the switching settings in a common
segment of memory. In the initial version some forwarding related settings were stored
in the kernel space (the list of interfaces, VLANs, type of ports), but there were some
configurations which did not make sense to be kept in the back-end component. These
were related to general switch options (hostname, access passwords, interface and VLAN
description). The initial developers of LiSA decided to make use of the Linux capability
to create shared memory segments.
LiSA offers a small API to deal with its shared memory segment. A set of functions
allows a developer to create such a common space, to allocate or free memory and to
resize the segment if it is not sufficient. Listing A.1 shows a few functions which manage
this segment and the initial structure which contained the shared information.
1
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extern
extern
extern
extern

struct mm_private *mm_create(const char *, size_t, size_t);
mm_ptr_t mm_alloc(struct mm_private *, size_t);
void mm_free(struct mm_private *, mm_ptr_t);
mm_ptr_t mm_realloc(struct mm_private *, mm_ptr_t, size_t);

/*
* Switch shared memory structure
*/
struct shared {
/* Enable secrets (crypted) */
struct {
char secret[SW_SECRET_LEN + 1];
} enable[SW_MAX_ENABLE+1];
/* Line vty passwords (clear text) */
struct {
char passwd[SW_PASS_LEN + 1];
} vty[SW_MAX_VTY + 1];
/* CDP configuration */
struct cdp_configuration cdp;
/* RSTP configuration */
struct rstp_configuration rstp;
/* List of interface tags */
struct mm_list_head if_tags;
};

Listing A.1: Example of functions which deal with the shared memory
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The segment is initialized by the first process which starts the CLI. To create the
area, shm_open is used, and initially its total size is 4096 bytes. Internally, the area
is represented as a list of memory chunks of different sizes which represent allocated
segments. The area is divided into a static and a dynamic component. The dynamic
area can extend if the user needs more than 4096 bytes (mm_alloc uses the ftruncate
system call in mm_extend to enlarge the dynamic component).
When the integration of LiSA with the bridge and 8021q kernel modules started, the
management of all the switch entities had to be moved in user space, more exactly
in the middleware component. The switch API functions had to make use of all the
configurations and to update them easily. Therefore, the initial structure was added two
user space lists (witch interface and VLAN data) as well as some switch general settings.
Along with these new components, several functions needed to be created to handle
access to the new information. The new structure and an example of management
function are shown in Listing A.2.
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23
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/*
* Switch shared memory structure
*/
struct switch_mem {
/* Enable secrets (crypted) */
struct {
char secret[SW_SECRET_LEN + 1];
} enable[SW_MAX_ENABLE+1];
/* Line vty passwords (clear text) */
struct {
char passwd[SW_PASS_LEN + 1];
} vty[SW_MAX_VTY + 1];
/* CDP configuration */
struct cdp_configuration cdp;
/* RSTP configuration */
struct rstp_configuration rstp;
/* List of interface tags */
struct mm_list_head if_tags;
/* List of vlan descriptions */
struct mm_list_head vlan_descs;
/* List of interface descriptions */
struct mm_list_head if_descs;
/* List of VLAN specific data */
struct mm_list_head vlan_data;
/* List of interface specific data */
struct mm_list_head if_data;
/* Bridge + 8021q age time */
int age_time;
int igmp_snooping;
}
/* Create a vlan_data structure and add it to the VLAN list */
int add_vlan_data(int vlan_id)
{
mm_ptr_t lh, mm_v_data;
struct vlan_data *data;
int ret = 0;
mm_lock(mm);
lh = __get_vlan_data(vlan_id);
/* VLAN data already exists */
if (MM_NULL != lh){
errno = EEXIST;
ret = -1;
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49
50
51
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53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

goto out_unlock;
}
/* VLAN data does not exist */
mm_v_data = mm_alloc(mm, sizeof(struct vlan_data));
data = mm_addr(mm, mm_v_data);
if (NULL == data) {
errno = ENOMEM;
ret = -1;
goto out_unlock;
}
data->vlan_id = vlan_id;
data->snooping = 1;
MM_INIT_LIST_HEAD(mm, mm_ptr(mm, &data->vif_list));
mm_list_add(mm, mm_ptr(mm, &data->lh), mm_ptr(mm, &SHM->vlan_data));
out_unlock:
mm_unlock(mm);
return ret;
}

Listing A.2: The new shared_mem structure
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The Switch API
The functions in the new switch API solve interface and VLAN management and offer
the CLI component a set of compact functionalities. Every new back-end solution must
have a middleware correspondent which resumes to a new set of switch API implementations. To offer more flexibility to new switch implementations, a new structure was
defined, switch_operations which holds pointers to the above mentioned functions.
As any other middleware solution, LiSA with bridge and 8021q had to define its own
structure and implement its own version of operations. Listing B.1 presents the entire
switch_operations structure along with its components.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

struct switch_operations {
int (*backend_init) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops);
int (*if_add) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex, int mode);
int (*if_remove) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex);
int (*if_set_mode) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex, int mode, int
flag);
int (*if_set_port_vlan) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex, int vlan)
;
int (*if_get_cfg) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex, int *flags, int
*access_vlan, unsigned char *vlans);
int (*if_get_type) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex, int *type, int
*vlan);
int (*if_enable) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex);
int (*if_disable) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex);
int (*if_clear_mac) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex);
int (*if_add_trunk_vlans) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex,
unsigned char *vlans);
int (*if_set_trunk_vlans) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex,
unsigned char *vlans);
int (*if_del_trunk_vlans) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex,
unsigned char *vlans);
int (*get_if_list) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int type, struct list_head
*net_devs);
int (*vlan_add) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int vlan);
int (*vlan_del) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int vlan);
int (*vlan_set_mac_static) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex, int
vlan, unsigned char *mac);
int (*vlan_del_mac_static) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex, int
vlan, unsigned char *mac);
int (*vlan_del_mac_dynamic) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex, int
vlan);
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23

int (*get_vlan_interfaces) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int vlan, int **
ifindexes, int *no_ifs);
int (*get_vdb) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, unsigned char *vlans);

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

int (*vif_add) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int vlan, int *ifindex);
int (*vif_del) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int vlan);
int (*igmp_set) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int vlan, int snooping);
int (*igmp_get) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, char *buff, int *snooping);
int (*mrouter_set) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int vlan, int ifindex, int
setting);
int (*mrouters_get) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int vlan, struct list_head
*mrouters);

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
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int (*get_mac) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int ifindex, int vlan,
int mac_type, unsigned char *optional_mac, struct list_head *macs);
int (*get_age_time) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int *age_time);
int (*set_age_time) (struct switch_operations *sw_ops, int age_time);
}

Listing B.1: The switch_operations structure
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